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To coincide with the bicentennial of Thoreau's birth in 2017, this thrilling, meticulous biography
by naturalist and historian Kevin Dann fills a gap in our understanding of one modern history's
most important spiritual visionaries by capturing the full arc of Thoreau's life as a mystic, spiritual
seeker, and explorer in transcendental realms.This sweeping, epic biography of Henry David
Thoreau sees Thoreau's world as the mystic himself saw it: filled with wonder and mystery;
Native American myths and lore; wood sylphs, nature spirits, and fairies; battles between good
and evil; and heroic struggles to live as a natural being in an increasingly synthetic world.Above
all, Expect Great Things critically and authoritatively captures Thoreau's simultaneously wild and
intellectually keen sense of the mystical, mythical, and supernatural.Other historians have
skipped past or undervalued these aspects of Thoreau's life. In this groundbreaking work,
historian and naturalist Kevin Dann restores Thoreau's esoteric visions and explorations to their
rightful place as keystones of the man himself.
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1Declarations of IndependenceThis town, too, lies out under the sky, a port of entry and
departure for souls to and from heaven.—Journal, July 10 to 12, 1841The twelfth of July 1817
saw the arrival of the first of those sultry, sweaty summer days that Concord’s farmers knew as
dog days. Their almanacs marked these as beginning July 3 and ending August 11—the forty-
day period preceding the rising of the Dog Star, Sirius—but they knew that the first furnace blast
of austral air could come a week or more on either side of the third. This was good grass-
growing weather; red-top, herd’s-grass, sheep’s fescue, and Canadian bluegrass and the
ripening rye and wheat presented a checkerboard of greens, purples, reds, and golds. Working



the fields were haymakers in white shirts and straw hats, occasionally setting aside their scythes
and calling out to one another.Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau had moved to the Virginia Road house
when she was eleven, after her widowed mother had remarried. From her bedroom in the
northeast corner of the second floor, she could hear the haymakers out on the Bedford Levels.
Their swishing scythes sent ground-nesting mother birds and their young aloft for safety. She
heard bobolinks, killdeer, meadowlarks, and sparrows. Kingbirds twittered from fence posts, and
a yellowthroat sang “ecstasy, ecstasy” from a nearby alder thicket. As dusk fell and a solitary
singing toad or soaring nighthawk occasionally broke the quiet, she could hear the lowing of the
cows, the cackling of geese, the beating of a far-off drum, their neighbor Joe Meriam whistling to
his team. Years later, she would recall that she used to get up at midnight, when all in the house
were asleep, and sit on the doorstep. Then she could hear nothing in the world but the ticking of
the clock in the house behind her. At some unknown hour on July 12, 1817, Cynthia Thoreau’s
newborn son uttered his first cry, joining his voice with the chorus of dog-day sounds.1His
mother’s memories were among the few images that David Henry Thoreau ever recorded from
his boyhood. She once told him that his uncle David, for whom he was named, had died when
he was six weeks old and that when Dr. Ezra Ripley submerged him, at just three months old, in
the baptismal waters, he had not cried. Nor had he cried when, knocked unconscious after
falling down a flight of stairs, she had tossed two pails of water on his head to wake him up. She
also recalled that he had cut his toes once with a hatchet; been knocked over by a rooster; on
another occasion he was kicked down by a passing ox.2 It was not surprising that his mother
should have selected these falls and missteps as the highlights of her son’s youth. As his
caretaker, the accidents happened on her watch, and they marked the moments when his life
seemed particularly precarious, haphazard. Thoreau’s own memories of his boyhood stood in
sharp contrast, conveying instead a distinct sense of purposefulness. He had pointed
recollections of having been sent, at the age of ten, to fetch huckleberries for a pudding for some
special dinner guest and unwaveringly adhering to his self-imposed rule to never eat one until
his pail was full. Going “a-graping” was another early memory; for the rest of his life he would
point out the particular vine in Walden Woods where he had picked his first wild grapes as a boy.
Foraging became his special talent, as did the celebration of wildness and the freedom that
such early expeditions afforded him. “I would not now exchange such an expansion of all my
being for all the learning in the world,” he later declared.3As young children, Henry and his older
brother, John, slept in a trundle bed in their parents’ room, and while John would go to sleep at
once, Henry would often lie awake for a long time, looking up at the stars. When his mother once
asked him why he didn’t go to sleep, he replied, “Mother, I have been looking through the stars
to see if I couldn’t see God behind them.” The boy had a precocious gift for expansiveness, as
keen an eye for the heavens as for huckleberries.4As an adult, Thoreau never failed to be
amazed by July’s overwhelming fecundity as he observed the season’s warmth turn flowers into
fruits and awaken the locust’s incessant buzzing. Inclined to “make a separate season of those
days when the locust is heard,” Thoreau would come to discover countless signs marking



separate seasons—the reddening of the river shore with the year’s crop of red maple seedlings,
their winged samaras still attached; morning glories and yellow pond lilies blossoming
synchronously with the rising of the sun; the smell of milkweed and basswood flowers; pogonias
and calopogons abundant in the meadows; luna moths abroad at nightfall, their gigantism
suggesting “what productions Nature would run if all the year were a July”; the last lingering pink
stars of the mountain laurel; bream on their nests at the bottom of the rivers; turtle embryos
ripening in the warm sands underneath the Concord River. Thoreau’s birthday, which, like
Christmas, always went completely uncelebrated in his journals, fell at the apex of the growing
season, when the forces of growth and ripening were strongest. During his thirty-seventh July in
Concord, Thoreau would declare: “Methinks the season culminated about the middle of this
month,—that the year was of indefinite promise before, but that, after the first intense heats, we
postponed the fulfillment of many of our hopes for this year, and having as it were attained the
ridge of the summer, commenced to descend the long slope toward winter, the afternoon and
down-hill of the year.”5This sort of fine-grained phenology took many summers to ripen. In his
eleventh or twelfth year, while a student at Concord Academy, Thoreau composed a brief essay
on the seasons. It survives as the very first composition from the hand that would pen over 2
million words in a journal whose principal object became the precise chronicling of Concord’s
seasons. “Why do the Seasons change? / and why / Does Winter’s stormy brow appear?” he
asked. The young Thoreau settled for only four seasons—ice-thawing, tree-budding, grass-
greening, bird-returning spring; blossoming summer; fruit-laden autumn; and winter, when sleigh
bells replaced birdsong as the morning sound.6 With such a vague description of seasonal
change, it was premature to ask why—premature not just for Thoreau but for America, which still
needed to fully explore the what of its prodigious, rapidly expanding self.Concord’s haymakers
swung their scythes through clover and timothy—European plants that for nearly two centuries
had been sending their roots into the soil of a new continent. For the few native herbs and
shrubs familiar to them, the people of Concord had names their Puritan ancestors had carried
across the Atlantic from England: hawthorne, hazel, oak, and alder were all Anglo-Saxon words.
The New England menagerie was equally Old English in name: hare, harrier, lark, and robin.
Their churches, their homes, and the layout of their farms were all modeled on English patterns.
Only five years before Thoreau’s birth, Concord citizens—including his father—had fought a
second war for independence against Great Britain. Growing up, Concord children were tutored
in the tales of the Revolution, frequently by those who had taken part in the events. Henry heard
from his mother’s mother, Mary Jones Dunbar, that after her Tory brothers had been arrested
during the Revolution, she’d smuggled metal files to them in a meal she brought to the Concord
jail. After they freed themselves from their cell, they escaped to Loyalist Canada on horses that
she had provided. One elderly woman told Thoreau that her brother, having gone off after
midnight with his fellow Minutemen to the battle, came back in the morning for provisions of
cider and cheese.7 And the story of the Concord Fight, the April 19 skirmish that marked the
opening of the American Revolution, was Concord’s creation myth, marking, at least for the



locals, the birth of the national body and mind.FortunaIn 1817 James Monroe was inaugurated,
and in that year the period of prosperity and relative political harmony following victory in the War
of 1812 was christened the Era of Good Feelings in America. Fortuna would not be so good to
the Thoreau family, however. Just weeks after Henry’s birth, his father, John Thoreau, was forced
to sign over his share of his family’s home in Boston to pay off creditors of the small store he
operated in Concord. Within the year, the family gave up the farm on Virginia Road, as the house
was sold to settle Cynthia Thoreau’s mother’s estate. In the fall of 1818, John moved the family
about ten miles north to Chelmsford, where he opened another grocery store and painted signs.
This venture failed within two years, apparently due to his lax business practices; he extended
credit to all of his customers, even the insolvent ones. John then taught in his native Boston until
in 1823 an opportunity came to him through his brother-in-law, Charles Dunbar. Henry’s uncle
Charles was, in the family’s eyes, the least likely agent of fortune. An eccentric bachelor who
suffered from narcolepsy and was celebrated for his card tricks, wrestling prowess, and feats of
physical strength, Charles lived a gypsy life, alternately vagabonding to odd jobs throughout
New England and settling in for a few months at a time with the Thoreaus.In his wanderings,
Charles had come upon a graphite deposit in New Hampshire, bought the mineral rights, and
gone into the mining business with a Concord partner, Cyrus Stow. After the graphite from their
mine was certified by prominent chemists to be superior to any other American source, Dunbar
and Stow hoped to compete with Concord cabinetmaker William Munroe, who, stimulated by the
embargo on European goods during the War of 1812, had manufactured America’s first
pencils.8 Not long after joining his brother-in-law’s endeavor, John Thoreau became its sole
proprietor, as Dunbar and Stow dropped out. John Thoreau & Company pencils, particularly
after improvements made to their manufacturing process by his son, were by the 1840s
competing successfully with Munroe.Shortly after the Thoreaus moved into the house on the
southwest corner of Walden and Everett streets, in March 1823, Henry began attending Miss
Phoebe Wheeler’s private school, thereafter going on to the public grammar school on Concord
Common. Then, in 1828, he and his brother, John, entered the Concord Academy, which had
been founded in 1822 by a number of leading Concord men as a college preparatory school.
Thoreau’s “Seasons” essay was composed for his academy schoolmaster Phineas Allen, a
Harvard graduate who taught Hesiod, Sophocles, Euripides, Homer, and Xenophon in Greek;
Virgil, Tacitus, Cicero, and Caesar in Latin; and Voltaire, Molière, and Racine in French. The
geography, history, botany, and natural history he taught were similarly rooted in the Old World,
and the texts for astronomy, mathematics, and natural philosophy were uniformly works by
European authors. At the end of each twelve-week quarter, the young scholars “declaimed” on
selected topics; among Thoreau’s recitations were “The Death of Leonidas,” “Lines Written in
1821 on Hearing That the Austrians Had Entered Naples,” “Prince Henry and Falstaff,” and
“Bonaparte’s Address to His Army.” At meetings of Allen’s Concord Academic Debating Society,
students argued such questions as “Have the Crusades been a benefit to the Christian nations
of Europe?”; “Has Italy produced as great a man as Greece?”; and “Was the French Revolution a



benefit to Europe?” American people, places, and events were totally absent from all of this epic
storytelling.9Thoreau failed to impress his schoolmates, both at Concord Academy and later at
Harvard, who recalled him as shy and “not given to play or to fellowship with boys.” In reality, no
one ever took play and fellowship as seriously as Henry Thoreau, and he was far from shy. It was
just that he had his eye and hand set to an earnest purpose that remained unseen by most of his
contemporaries. Early on his intensity and sureness earned him a nickname, the Judge.
Whereas college classmates and Concord townspeople recall him walking with his head down,
eyes scanning the ground, Thoreau, echoing his mother’s memory of him staring at the night
sky, recalls gazing at the clouds, intent upon finding a gap where he might “get a peep at the
world beyond which they seem intended to keep from our view.”10During this great age of
oratory in America, Thoreau never distinguished himself as a public speaker, and he showed his
lack of distinction early. His very first debate was on the question “Does it require more talents to
make a good writer than a good extemporaneous speaker?” Thoreau took the affirmative
position and lost to his opponent Rockwood Hoar. A month later, he took the negative in a
debate as to whether a scholar was better served by a good memory than by good
“understanding”; though he was declared the winner of this debate, the recording secretary
commented, “Such a debate, if it may be called so, . . . I hope never again will be witnessed in
this house.” The third and final debate in which Thoreau participated paired him with two others
to take the negative on the question “Ought lotteries to be granted for any use?”11The lottery
debate was at that moment raging in Massachusetts and would continue to generate heated
discussion throughout America in the 1820s and 1830s. Since the mid-eighteenth century,
Americans had gambled their hard-earned coin on everything from private real estate lotteries
sponsored by land speculators to state- and city-sponsored lotteries created to raise funds for
roads, bridges, schools, and other civic projects. Though providing scarce capital for the
fledgling republic, it was feared that lotteries posed a perennial threat to republican
virtue.12Whatever the state might decide about public lotteries, Concordians ran their own
wheels of fortune on a daily basis. Young men threw dice on Concord Common, while girls drew
lots to cipher the names of suitors. Concord’s landscape, like most towns in New England, was
pockmarked with excavations made by “money-diggers,” whose every move during the treasure
hunt was prescribed by strict magical rules. Lucky stones were carried about in the pockets of
young and old. Fishermen, hunters, and trappers were bound by ritual protocols that ranged
from spitting on baited hooks and traps to prohibitions about diet and behavior before the hunt.
Horseshoes hung over many a Concord doorway to bring good luck if not still to ward off witches
as in earlier times. Almanacs listed each month’s lucky and unlucky days. Owls, nighthawks, and
bluebirds were all singularly oracular, their calls signaling things to come. While only a few
human oracles, such as Lynn’s Moll Pitcher, gained regional or national fame, every American
village had its resident fortune-teller. Out on the outskirts of Concord, in the scrubby woods near
Walden Pond, Fenda Freeman read palms and soothsaid by reading tea leaves.If America
during Henry Thoreau’s formative years was a wide-open economic and social landscape ruled



chaotically by Lady Luck, it was equally a moral and religious landscape where Puritan notions
of Providence, though waning among young people, still held sway among the Revolutionary
generation. They had been raised on a steady diet of prodigies and providences as narrated by
divines like Increase and Cotton Mather, whose catalogs of “publick calamityes” went beyond
the Salem witchcraft catastrophe to dark days, earthquakes, and comets as portents sent by
God. But this generation had survived the traumatic turmoil of Indian wars and a revolution
against an empire, and their successes caused them to shed some of their Puritan forefathers’
fatalism. When Dr. Ripley, whose theology and personality dominated Concord for over half a
century, watched the weather like a sea captain and petitioned for rain or good weather or
prayed that lightning might be driven off “that it may not lick up our spirits,” he expected a
favorable answer.13Thoreau’s generation inherited both attitudes—Puritan ideals of humility and
Promethean hubris. At Concord Academy, George Moore—Thoreau’s teammate for the lottery
debate—opened his composition on Alexander Pope’s optimistic dictum “Whatever is, is right”
by stating that man’s inhumanity to man and the catastrophes of nature seemed to argue against
the maxim. Still, Moore felt that earthquakes and other natural “convulsions” were “overruled by
a kind providence,” the actions of a God whose governance was as yet mysterious to man.
Thoreau no doubt agreed, for he felt himself the luckiest of men. “I was born in the most
estimable place in the world, and in the nick of time, too,” he declared.14Shooting StarsTwo
months after he and his fellow Concordian Charles Stearns Wheeler settled into Harvard’s Hollis
Hall as roommates, all America’s eyes were directed at the night sky. Beginning at about ten P.M.
on the evening of November 13, 1833, and continuing until the sun rose the following morning,
people from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico and from the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast
watched the most prodigious celestial display ever to occur in recorded history. A constant
succession of fireballs from the Leonid meteor swarm, many trailing vivid phosphorescent
streaks behind them, radiated in all directions from a point southeast of the zenith. The stars fell
“like snowflakes”; Denison Olmsted, professor of mathematics and natural philosophy at Yale
University, later estimated that 34,640 shooting stars could be seen each hour. On a dark
evening when the waxing crescent moon was only two days old, the light from the exploding sky
was so bright that a man in Baltimore said he could read the time on his pocket watch hanging
across his bedroom on the wall above the fireplace mantel; a New Haven surveyor said that at
midnight it was bright enough to see the color of a man’s beard. Observers reported eccentric
meteors—some of which remained visible for up to five or ten minutes—that took the shape and
mimicked the motion of serpents. There were red, blue, and yellow shooting stars, shooting stars
the color of “fish blood,” shooting stars that snapped, crackled, sizzled, or popped, and shooting
stars that smelled like rotten eggs or onions. A correspondent of the New York American at
Acquackanonk, New Jersey, claimed that a shooting star exploded right before his face.In
Cambridge and Boston, as in every city in eastern North America, awestruck and terrified
citizens gathered in the streets to watch the spectacle. There is no record as to whether
Thoreau, perennial admirer of the night and the stars, was among the throng gathered on the



Harvard quad. Back in Concord, Dr. Ezra Ripley’s son Samuel was wakened by his little boy, who
told him that all the stars were falling down. His father sent him back to sleep and did the same
himself. (Emerson judged that “the boy was the better philosopher.”)15 It seems unlikely that the
perennial stargazer and night owl Thoreau would have slept through such celestial and civil
commotion.The event awakened both religious and scientific fervor. Elders who could recall the
Dark Day of May 19, 1780 (when clouds, fog, and forest-fire smoke produced a darkness that
required candles at noon) saw the 1833 starfall as another herald of the Apocalypse and
searched the Bible for some explanation. In upstate New York, where Baptist apocalypticist
William Miller had been sounding the alarm of approaching doom, the falling stars lent credence
to Miller’s prognostications, and brought him new followers. Americans needed no particular
millennial prophet to frighten them, knowing by heart the passage from Revelation (6:13) that
spoke of “the stars of heaven [falling] unto the earth.” For many American blacks, both slave and
free, November 13, 1833, held promise of deliverance. Frederick Douglass wrote, “I witnessed
this gorgeous spectacle, and was awe-struck. The air seemed filled with bright descending
messengers from the sky. It was about daybreak when I saw this sublime scene. I was not
without the suggestion, at the moment, that it might be the harbinger of the coming of the Son of
Man; and in my then state of mind I was prepared to hail Him as my friend and deliverer.” For
those less given to biblical interpretation, it was still profoundly unsettling to see nature’s routines
upset.16Uniquely favored by the display, America had few facilities to study it. Harvard
University had no astronomer in 1833, and the nation had only three observatories, none of
which were in Cambridge. Thousands, perhaps millions, of Americans had witnessed the event,
however, and their reports reached newspapers in every region of the country. Two observers—
Olmsted at Yale and Alexander Twining of West Point—collected the reports and delivered their
summaries in Benjamin Silliman’s American Journal of Science. Olmsted began by citing
Wilhelm von Humboldt’s observations of a meteor shower on the same date and at the same
hours in 1799. Humboldt had been the first to indicate the point of common origin in meteoric
showers, a fact that Olmsted and most of his correspondents also observed in 1833. With the
experience of lesser showers on November 13 in 1831 and 1832, the 1833 display offered
convincing evidence that it was a periodic phenomenon.Despite the comforting commonality of
coincident dates and a radiant point in the constellation Leo, a whole range of other
observations made it difficult for Olmsted to explain the origin of the meteors. Of four possible
causes—electricity, magnetism, hydrogen gas combustion, and cometary debris—Olmsted
favored the last. Twining objected to a celestial origin due to his own and many others’
observations of at least four spectacular meteors that left luminous clouds that were blown by
the wind in the direction opposite to the meteor’s path. Clearly these trails had to have been
located within the atmosphere of Earth. The shooting stars were seemingly atmospheric too in
their coincidence with a wide range of weather phenomena. In Mobile, Alabama, it had been 80°
Fahrenheit on the morning of the thirteenth, then 40° that evening, and there followed two weeks
of the most severe weather that the city had ever experienced. New Haven surveyor James



Palmer noticed that after a strong gust of wind at four A.M., the meteors had increased
“astonishingly” and had continued to increase in number whenever the gust returned at intervals.
Palmer, noting that his compass needle was shaking, had pulled out a silk handkerchief, and as
he drew it through his hands, it produced long, intense sparks, confirming an increase in the
local electromagnetic field. Auroral displays were common, and in Fredonia, New York, a man
reported that the tips of his horse’s ears had become luminous for some minutes.Twining
reported that ships at sea had experienced heavy gales coincident with the shower, and,
curiously, those ships in calm weather with clear skies saw no meteors at all. At Harvard,
Massachusetts, there were reports of a cloudless sky that delivered a downpour. Rain was not
the only thing reported to fall on November 13, whether from cloudy or cloudless skies. In
Rahway, New Jersey, people found “lumps of jelly” after a “fiery rain,” while in Newark, residents
found a mass of a substance like “soft soap” that evaporated when burned. A woman at West
Point reported to Twining that while she had been out milking a cow, something that looked like
boiled starch splashed on the ground in front of her. When she returned a few hours later to
show neighbors, it was gone, but a boy spotted pin-size white particles that turned into ash as he
picked them up. While odd things fell from the sky to earth on November 13, the earth itself also
fell in some places. In Hudson, New York, a one-and-a-half-acre woodland sank thirty feet, so
that the treetops stood at ground level. In Lynchburg, Virginia, there had been a series of small
earthquakes.Olmsted showed no distrust of these observers, concluding, “The fact that the
supposed deposits were so uniformly described as gelatinous substance forms a presumption
in favor of the supposition that they had the origin ascribed to them.” His American Journal of
Science article found plenty of supportive evidence for all the reported meteorological and
geological oddities in historical reports, from a shower of black dust at Constantinople in 472
A.D. to reports of red rains on November 13, 1755, in several European countries. Perhaps the
most extraordinary mystery about the 1833 meteor shower is that throughout the duration of the
shower, as the rotation of the earth effected a change in the apparent position of the
constellation Leo, the meteors’ radiant point moved with the constellation, rather than remaining
stationary, which is the rule for such showers. Along with the radical weather phenomena, falling
debris, and meteor trails blown by the wind, this observation suggested to contemporary
scientists that at least some of these meteors had an atmospheric rather than an extra-
atmospheric origin. All of these anomalous observations quickly disappeared from all
subsequent scientific discussion of the 1833 shower.The attempt to understand the November
13, 1833, meteor shower marked a moment in American science when all citizens still had
standing as reliable observers of natural phenomena. Just a week before Boston was lit up by
shooting stars, Ralph Waldo Emerson had delivered the inaugural lecture before the newly
organized Boston Society of Natural History. Emerson opened his talk with a characteristically
democratic declaration: “It seems to have been designed, if anything was, that men should be
students of Natural History. Man is, by nature, a farmer, a hunter, a shepherd and a fisherman,
who are all practical naturalists and by their observations the true founders of all societies for the



pursuit of science.”17 Cow-milking farm women and curious boys could be trusted to be as
empirically minded as civil engineers and professors of natural philosophy. Free of abstract and
elaborate theoretical constructions, the untutored folk of America in fact sometimes saw things
clearer than the professors.The hazy boundary between the factual and the fabulous was on
display in the very next issue of the American Journal of Science, which carried a translation of
an article from the Bulletin d’Histoire Naturelle de la Societé Linnéene de Bordeaux, arguing
emphatically for the existence of unicorns. “To say that it is impossible that there should be . . .
such an animal as the land unicorn would be to go astray from acquired knowledge, to credit an
absurd fable, in a word, to affect singularity.” After citing the Bible, Pliny, and Leibniz as
authorities, the unicorn enthusiast quoted Buffon concerning the prospect of unfolding new
mysteries: “It is not by contracting the sphere of nature and confining her within a narrow circle
that we shall be able to understand her . . . it is necessary to consider nothing as impossible, to
look for every thing, and to suppose that whatever can exist, really does.” A generous principle of
plenitude respecting nature still held its own against increasing scientific
skepticism.18Antebellum America shared with France a fascination with the fabulous. Emerson
regaled his Boston audience of natural historians with descriptions of the giraffes, elephants,
hyenas, leopards, and monkeys he had recently seen at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. Dazzled
by the hummingbirds, peacocks, pheasants, toucans, and birds of paradise, even the mineral
exhibits shocked Emerson with the realization of nature’s extravagance. When he quoted
Wordsworth and Coleridge and declared that to gain anything of nature, one “must go in the
spirit of a little child. The naturalist commands nature by obeying her,” even the eldest and most
cultivated of the Boston naturalists wholeheartedly agreed.19A Love for StoryHarvard’s library
afforded Thoreau great opportunities for travel and exploration; during his first year, he read
Washington Irving’s Chronicle of the Conquest of Grenada, George Waddington’s Journal of a
Visit to Parts of Ethiopia, William Bullock’s Six Months Residence and Travels in Mexico, and
Irving’s Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus and Companions of Columbus. It was not
surprising then, that, asked to write an essay on “the anxieties and Delights of a Discoverer of
whatever class,” Thoreau would have chosen Columbus over a land-bound discoverer of new
worlds, such as Herschel or Newton. What delighted young Henry Thoreau most about
Columbus was his persistence in the face of overwhelming skepticism and derision; it already
seemed that the seventeen-year-old Thoreau was speaking about himself.20Thoreau’s Harvard
essays, written for Professor Edward Channing, presage themes, sentiments, and aspirations
that would occupy him the rest of his life—an animus against materialism, wholehearted
admiration for faithfully following one’s inner calling, a deep respect for solitude, championing an
energetic engagement with the physical world equally with an ascetic withdrawal from the
wordly, and a love of plain speaking. Both in Channing’s assigned themes and Thoreau’s
response to them there ran a strong current of questioning tradition. “The majority of mankind
are too easily induced to follow any course which accord with the opinion of the world,” Thoreau
declared in a January 1835 essay. He feared that most men were too concerned with meeting



others’ expectations, rather than crafting their own, so that their lives were ruled by chance
rather than design. Ashamed of being considered “singular or eccentric,” their conformity
became habit, preventing them from realizing their singular destinies.21However strong the
impulse toward seeing and making new worlds may have been for Thoreau, Harvard’s
curriculum and culture firmly rooted him in the old worlds of classical and Christian thought. He
was always more likely to quote Plato, Socrates, Cicero, Virgil, and Scripture than John Locke,
Adam Smith, or even Shakespeare. His Harvard essays show his intimate acquaintance with the
pantheon of Greek gods and goddesses—Zeus, Demeter, Aphrodite, Apollo, Athena, and Ares.
Lesser deities, such as Zephyr and Aurora, were for Thoreau living beings, for whom he would
forever find places in his writing. Fate, a concept that fairly obsessed the transcendentalists and
their Romantic brethren, was almost always imagined plurally, as the three thread-spinning,
thread-weaving, and thread-cutting sisters Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos. Thoreau knew Pan as
the ancients did, the universal spirit of Nature, who is as often destructive as constructive of
matter’s forms. Also drawn to Nordic mythology, Thoreau felt its consonance with the rugged
Northern wilderness. “Their conceptions were as subtle and unapproachable as their own
mountain mists, every retired glen, every beetling crag, every dark unfathomable abyss, had its
peculiar spirit.”22Thoreau found this “neglect of the material, this fondness for the dark and
mysterious, this propensity to the spiritual” most pronounced in the poetry of John Milton, whose
poems reanimated the gods for the modern imagination. Milton believed that, as he declared in
Paradise Lost, “Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth unseen, both when we wake, and
when we sleep.” These ranged from the diminutive and largely benevolent spirits of Comus
—“pert faeries,” “dapper elves,” “flowery-kirtled Naiades,” “Yellow-skirted Fayes”—to the arch-
adversaries of Paradise Lost, waging war in Heaven. Thoreau easily discerned in Milton’s
descriptions of the devils Satan, Moloch, Belial, Mammon, and Beelzebub qualities he knew well
to be ever afoot upon the earth.23At the heart of Homer, Virgil, Milton, Shakespeare, and all of
the other authors he loved throughout his youth, Thoreau found story. “The Love of Stories and
of Story-telling, cherishes a purity of heart, a frankness and candor of disposition, a respect for
what is generous and elevated, a contempt for what is mean and dishonorable, a proper regard
for, and independence of, the petty trials of life, & tends to multiply merry companions and never-
failing friends.” Holding such a powerfully redemptive view of narrative, he had the good fortune
to come of age when America’s first generation of indigenous storytellers with truly national
audiences was writing.24Thoreau’s own appetite for story carried within it the seed of his
vocation, both as writer and naturalist. He believed that all humans craved story because they
forever craved the new. “The earth we tread upon is as curious as the stars we gaze upon,” he
declared, quoting for support one of his own—and America’s—favorite storytellers, Washington
Irving: “To the thinking mind, the whole world is enveloped in mystery, and everything is full of
type and portent.” Thoreau theorized that each child accidentally comes upon something that
unveils a new truth to him, noting that if this new object of discovery has been pleasurable, the
child becomes a hunter of novelty. Pursuing the “strange” or “remarkable” becomes a lifelong



pastime, the “principle of our principles,” so that the innocent Mother Goose rhymes of youth
give way to adult curiosity about the mysteries of nature and history. Thoreau loved particularly
the Mother Goose tale of the three wise men of Gotham, who “went to sea in a bowl.” The
Gotham “wise men” were actually holy fools whose lack of wisdom got them into deep waters
among their fellow men, but who always emerged unharmed and uncannily blessed.25Thoreau
likely knew Gotham’s wise men from his mother’s storytelling, but in his youth most American
children in literate households would have also known the tale from the chapbooks sold door to
door by itinerant peddlers. These little pamphlets held wonderful worlds within, where characters
often not unlike the peddler adventured among ghosts, goblins, mermaids, and elves. Stories
religious, diabolical, supernatural, superstitious, romantic, humorous, legendary, historical,
biographical, and even criminal filled the flimsy tomes in which American children first met Jack
Horner, Jack the Giant Killer, Robinson Crusoe, Reynard the Fox, Robin Hood, and Doctor
Faustus. In the chapbook world, dream and omen loomed large, so children also met celebrated
prophets like Mother Shipton and Robert Nixon of Cheshire. The heroes were usually children or
young adults: Fortunatus, the young man who finds a purse that cannot be emptied and a hat
that carries him anywhere he wishes to be; Guy, the Earl of Warwick, who overcomes sixteen
assassins, slays boars and dragons, and then goes on his pilgrimage to the Holy Land; even
Saint George the dragon slayer was a young man in the chapbook tales. Before Barnum made a
household word of a stage midget by the same name, Tom Thumb was a chapbook adventurer
whose history of “Marvellous Acts of Manhood Full of Wonder and Merriment” were known to all
American boys and girls. Chapbook humor was raw and bawdy, and the chief beauty of the tales
was that of all fairy tale and fable—everything appeared to happen by chance, and so nothing
seemed anything less than absolutely fated.The World of FaerieIn the first few decades of the
nineteenth century, Harvard boys were never far from the dream world of the chapbooks.
Thoreau’s Harvard notebooks show his predilection not just for Elizabethan poetry, but also for
the world of faerie, the midsummer night’s dream where time and space are fluid, mobile
settings for adventures in the uncanny.26 One of the very first books he borrowed from the
Institute of 1770 Library at Harvard was Washington Irving’s Abbotsford and Newstead Abbey,
from which Thoreau wrote out a long extract about Irving’s visit in 1817 with Sir Walter Scott.
Scott took Irving to see the Eildon Tree, beneath which Thomas the Rhymer had, according to
tradition, given forth his famous prophesies after his seven-year bondage in the netherworld of
the Faerie Queen. Scott pointed out—and Thoreau copied down—every feature of the
landscape that figured in the ballad. In his notes on Milton’s “L’Allegro,” “Il Penseroso,” Comus,
and “Lycidas,” Thoreau transcribed particularly the editorial commentary on the nymphs, goblins,
lubber fiends, Oreads, Nereids, Stridentii, Furies, and other members of the faerie world. This
commentary gave Thoreau a fairly complete tutelage in early modern British fairy lore.27
Magical allusions also held special interest for Thoreau, and his notebook lists favorite phrases
concerning “magian & cabalistic lore” gleaned from Shakespeare, Milton, and
Chaucer.Thoreau’s youthful fascination with faerie was more representative than singular.



Nathaniel Hawthorne, while an undergraduate at Bowdoin, borrowed from Shakespeare’s
Midsummer Night’s Dream the pen name Auberon, the French rendering of the German
Alberich, or Elf King. It had come to Shakespeare through Spenser, who in turn had borrowed it
from thirteenth-century troubadour tales. While at Harvard, Ralph Waldo Emerson—who
belonged to a literary club called the Knights of the Square Table—dreamed of composing an
Arthurian romance full of faerie. At the end of his junior year at Harvard, when Emerson bid
adieu to these same spirits, his farewell address hints how Janus-faced these “tutelary soules”
could be: “Abandoning your allegiance he throws you to the winds, recklessly defying your
malice & fun. Pinch the red nose; lead him astray after will-o’-the-wisps over wilderness & fen;
fright him with ghastly hobgoblins—wreak your vengeance as you will.”28For Thoreau, Emerson,
Hawthorne, and other well-educated high-romantic youths, the fascination for faerie seemed a
happy prolongation of youth into adulthood, and it was encouraged by the wider world. Constant
staging in the early Victorian era of Shakespeare’s two “fairy plays”—A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and The Tempest—along with the romantic fairy ballets La Sylphide and Giselle made
Puck, Auberon, and hosts of flower fairies pop-cultural icons. Fairy paintings fostered the same
images as the theater. In the living room of the Emerson home hung a large engraving of David
Scott’s 1837 painting, “Puck Fleeing from the Dawn,” rendering the last scene of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. In 1854, Louisa May Alcott published her first book, Flower Fables, dedicated to
Emerson’s daughter Ellen, for whom she had first fashioned these stories of flower fairies on
outings in Concord woods and meadows.29This preoccupation with the realm of faerie was not
restricted to dreamy teenagers and genteel village Victorians but was shared by Boston and
Concord Brahmins. In April 1834 at the Concord Lyceum, B. B. Thatcher of Boston lectured on
“The Popular Belief in Witchcraft & Fairies.” Fairies were no doubt discussed during the very first
lyceum lecture, “Popular Superstitions,” given to an audience of three hundred on January 31,
1829, by Reverend Bernard Whitman of Waltham. The second lecture of the lyceum’s inaugural
season was on alchemy and astrology, magical arts that utilized the elemental spirits of Nature.
Subjects touching on the dark mysteries of human consciousness—witchcraft, Egyptian
hieroglyphics, phrenology, sleep and dreams, animal magnetism—were nearly as numerous in
the lyceum’s offerings as social progress, education, vegetarianism, “national greatness,” and
natural history.30The lyceum lecturers told what was already well known to most Concord
villagers, that their rural neighbors still trafficked, albeit warily, with the fairy folk. Throughout New
England circulated stories echoing all of the dangers associated with faerie. Infant children were
stolen and deformed changeling children left in their stead. Wives and husbands were fair prey
also; they could only be recovered by confronting the fairies on a certain night, within a day and
a year after the loss. No livestock were off limits, and fairies would kill or maim chickens and
cows as well as steal them. A host of prescriptive rules were known to protect against or remedy
fairy enchantment. The most common was to turn one’s clothes inside out. In an 1837 lecture,
Emerson gave frank testimony that Concord participated in these traditions. “All the postulates of
elfin annals—that the fairies do not like to be named; that their gifts are capricious and not to be



trusted; that who seeks a treasure must not speak; and the like—I find true in Concord, however
they might be in Cornwall or Bretagne.”31Thoreau’s favorite character out of faerie was Robin
Goodfellow, whom he had first encountered in Milton’s L’Allegro and Shakespeare’s Midsummer
Night’s Dream. His Harvard notebooks contain extracts from a variety of sources about this
“greenwood spirit,” whose pedigree sometimes described him as the son of Oberon. Thoreau
copied out a ballad from around 1600 that refers to Robin Goodfellow’s ability to shape-shift, to
project an array of voices to call travelers astray, and to become a “walking fire,” i.e., a luminous
will-o’-the-wisp. Another ballad recorded by Thoreau had Robin stealing newborn babes and
leaving elfin children in their stead, pinching the limbs of sleeping women who were poor
housekeepers, receiving gifts of food and drink, and bestowing gifts of gold coins upon tidy
housemaids. Though this “hob-goblin” or “mad crisp” delighted in tormenting human beings,
Robin’s laudatory surname was consistent with the widespread belief that one must practice
extraordinary deference toward the beings of faerie. “Goodfellow” was the specific epithet that
echoed the more generic “good folk,” “good neighbors,” “men of peace,” and other polite
euphemisms. Thoreau’s deep affection for Robin Goodfellow reflected the fact that in Robin
survived the honest, healthy, carefree joy in life that once permeated a greater share of fairy
mythology.32Perhaps the most popular source for understanding the danger and the dread of
the faerie world drawn upon so freely by the Elizabethan poets was Sir Walter Scott’s Letters on
Demonology and Witchcraft, published in 1830. In the spring of his senior year at Harvard, just
three days before he checked out Emerson’s Nature, Thoreau borrowed Scott’s demonological
work from the library. Thoreau had read all of Scott’s novels, which were shot through with his
theories about the origin and nature of the fairies. Scott’s writings about fairies were especially
influential because in the 1830s, America had almost no indigenous literary tradition of faerie
beyond the occasional collection of regional folktales. The first American author to take local folk
material and reach a wider audience was Washington Irving, whose “Rip Van Winkle” was
inspired by a Hudson Valley version of Thomas the Rhymer’s experience of being abducted into
the Otherworld.Thoreau’s own demonology extended beyond Elizabethan poetry and modern
folkloric analysis to ancient Greek thought. For the Greeks, the daimones were not inner,
subjective psychological principles but outer, objective realities, capable of very powerful
interactions with all humans. All of the Greek philosophers agreed that each person from birth
had a special deity—an idios daimon—as his own guard and companion, who determined to a
great extent the destiny of the individual. The most celebrated daimon in Greek literature was
Socrates’s, who often intervened by whispering “No!” at critical moments in the great
philosopher’s life. Thoreau knew from his reading in Roman mythology of the Fatuae, a race of
beautiful, immortal damsels who lived in places inaccessible to man, but sometimes made
themselves visible to him. Their name preserves the long-forgotten but essential linkage
between fate (fata) and faerie (or fée in medieval France, “fay” in Old English); these gossamer,
ghostly beings whose very existence was forever being questioned were universally understood
to have extraordinary influence over individual human lives.Just how close Thoreau’s generation



was to actual belief in the existence of daimones is evident in the work of another Harvard
graduate, Marshall Tufts, who in 1832 published a memoir of his college experience whose
second half was a survey of “The Ancient and Popular Pneumatology.” Along with presenting a
rabid critique of Cartesianism, Tufts’s pneumatology suggests the degree to which Harvard
students of the 1830s trafficked with spirits of various sorts. Tufts preferred Scott’s faith-full
demonology to that of Harvard’s skeptical “metaphysical” professors, and easily entertained the
idea that the daimones could occasionally appear in bodily form. Tufts concluded his work by
quoting Jean Le Clerc’s Pneumatologia: “They may do many things without man’s notice, and
many things also when seen by him; in a form for the most part human, but more august and
holy. The Greeks relate the like of their divinities, as is every where seen in their poets and
historians.”33Along with this prescriptive knowledge of daimonic behavior, Thoreau carried with
him on his outings into the Concord landscape a detailed taxonomy gleaned from classical
mythology. The Dryades—nymphs of forests, glens, and groves—included Adryades and
Hamadryades (spirits of oak and poplar forests), Oreiades and Orodemniades (mountain pine
and oak forests), Mēliades (fruit trees), Epimelides (sheep and goats), Aigeiroi (black poplars),
Ampeloi (grape vines), Balanis (food-acorn oaks), Karyai (hazel and other nut trees), Kraneiai
(cherry trees), Moreai (mulberry trees), Pteleai (elms), Sykei (fig trees), Hamamēliades (witch
hazels), Daphnaiai (laurels), and Kissiai (ivies), as well as less specialized dryads like the
Aulōniades (mountain pastures and ravines), Alseides (groves), Napaiai (glens and dells), and
Hylēōroi (“Watchers of the Wood”). The Naiades—freshwater nymphs—were classified by their
particular aquatic habitat: Pegaiai (springs), Krinaiai (fountains), Potameides (rivers and
streams), Limnades (lakes), and Eleionomai (marshes). Although no similar indigenous New
England classification scheme existed for the subtle beings standing behind nature, Thoreau
remained comfortable all of his adult life invoking nameless spirits of place.A Theory of
Animated NatureDeep in reverie over the active spirits of nature as surveyed in Scott’s
Demonology, Thoreau came upon these sentences in the other book he was reading in April
1837:At present, man applies to nature but half his force. . . . Meantime, in the thick darkness,
there are not wanting gleams of a better light—occasional examples of the action of man upon
nature with his entire force—with reason as well as understanding. Such examples are the
miracles in the earliest antiquity of all nations; the history of Jesus Christ; . . . the miracles of
enthusiasm, as those reported of Swedenborg, Hohenlohe, and the Shakers; many obscure and
yet contested facts, now arranged under the name of Animal Magnetism; prayer; eloquence; self-
healing; and the wisdom of children. These are examples of Reason’s momentary grasp of the
sceptre; the exertions of a power which exists not in time or space, but an instantaneous in-
streaming causing power.34Uttered by the anonymous “Orphic poet” at the conclusion of Ralph
Waldo Emerson’s manifesto calling for a new relationship with nature, these words were a kind
of counterpoint to the trend of Thoreau’s study in his final months at Harvard. Emerson’s 1836
book Nature, while recognizing and celebrating nature as a dynamic cosmos of activity,
emphasized the human being as himself a cosmos, capable of supreme magical action upon



the very powers of nature—the daimones—that awed antique and early modern minds.The
Orphic poet was no doubt Emerson’s own genius, or, as he frequently spoke of it, his daimon.
Though his prodigious youthful intellect devoured literature, theology, and philosophy, and he
had quite unsurprisingly chosen the ministry as his vocation, his guiding star kept speaking
“Yes!” to him each time he turned his fiery mind in the direction of natural science. In 1832, in the
wake of a dispute with church elders over his reluctance to administer communion, Emerson,
then an ordained Unitarian minister, retreated to the White Mountains, where his daimon
prompted him to resign his post. A year later, in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, the apostate
minister, entranced by the “bewildering series of animated forms, the hazy butterflies, the carved
shells, the birds, beasts, fishes, insects, snakes, and the upheaving principle of life everywhere,”
felt his personal daimon speak authoritatively once again. “I feel the centipede in me—cayman,
carp, eagle, and fox. I am moved by strange sympathies. I say continually, I will be a naturalist.”
Leaving Liverpool for home, he knew already what the title of his first book would be, and he
again attributed his instinctual homing on a true course to an invisible being: “That which I
cannot yet declare has been my angel from childhood until now. It has separated me from men. It
has watered my pillow; it has driven sleep from my bed. It has tortured me for my guilt. It has
inspired me with hope. It cannot be defeated by my defeats. It cannot be questioned though all
the martyrs apostatize. It is always the glory that shall be revealed; it is the ‘open secret’ of the
universe.”35Having long outgrown his infatuation with the fairy world, still the genii loci haunt the
edges of Emerson’s thought: “The greatest delight which the fields and woods administer is the
suggestion of an occult relation between man and the vegetable. I am not alone and
unacknowledged. They nod to me and I to them.” A paragraph later he alludes to the “frolic of the
nymphs,” and then quotes George Herbert’s statement that “More servants wait on man / Than
he’ll take notice of.” Wholly forward-looking in its radical reliance on Nature, not God, as the
arbiter of truth, the essay’s embrace of participatory consciousness yet allied it with more
traditional cosmologies. The essay’s argument is itself largely a modern restatement of the
ancient esoteric doctrine of correspondences, and its prophetic conclusion, “Prospects,” returns
to a language of hidden mystery: “In a cabinet of natural history, we become sensible of a certain
occult recognition and sympathy in regard to the most unwieldy and eccentric form of beast, fish,
and insect.”36 Emerson, whose intensive reading in seventeenth-century English poetry
preceded Thoreau’s parallel reading program by just one year, included Herbert’s “Man” as a
prelude to his essay’s Orphic apotheosis. Thoreau loved the poem as much as Emerson did,
copying it out in full in his notebook.Herbert’s poem presented the highest expression of the
doctrine of correspondences, the ancient assertion that man was microcosm, embodying the
macrocosm—not just the Earth but the planets and stars as well. Herbert’s poem affirmed a
cosmic hospitality that both Emerson and Thoreau knew personally. Emerson acknowledged
that the reciprocal hospitality between man and nature was broken, not by virtue of human
degradation of wild nature, but because modern man mistook himself for a material, rather than
spiritual, creation. “A man is a god in ruin. . . . Man is the dwarf of himself. Once he was



permeated and dissolved by spirit. He filled nature with his overflowing currents. . . . But . . . he is
shrunk to a drop.” As remedy for this disenchantment, Emerson’s Nature offered the vague
outlines of a transcendental—and what was to become a transcendentalist—research program.
Men could not be naturalists until they redeemed their soul and spirit natures, and birthed from
themselves higher faculties. When that moment arrived, facts, not fables, would feed
man.37Emerson believed he was outlining his own future life’s work but certainly had no idea
that he was instead prophesying the vocation of a Harvard senior whom he had met the previous
February. If Thoreau could only dimly discern that Emerson’s manifesto pointed directly at him,
he at least recognized Nature as a magisterial summary of his own maturing ideas and attitudes.
He checked the book out again in June and purchased a copy to give as a graduation gift to his
classmate William Allen. As luck—or fate—would have it, the Sunday after reading Emerson’s
book, Emerson’s sister-in-law Lucy Jackson Brown, a boarder at the Thoreau home on Main
Street in Concord, brought Thoreau to visit Emerson at his home. Over the mantel in Emerson’s
study hung New Bedford artist William Wall’s painting of The Three Fates, a copy of a painting
that Emerson had seen in the Pitti Palace in Florence on his life-changing pilgrimage in 1833.
Within the year, the spinning sisters Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos would weave together
Emerson’s and Thoreau’s destinies more tightly than they could imagine.38SecretsBoth before
and after the April 9, 1837, meeting, the two men kept slipping past each other, seemingly
eluding the Fates’ designs. In September 1835, just days before Emerson remarried and moved
to Concord, he had given the main address (the printed speech was Emerson’s first real
publication) at Concord’s two-hundredth-anniversary celebration, but Thoreau had just gone off
to begin his junior year at Harvard. On July 4, 1837, Emerson was the obvious speaker of choice
for Concord’s Independence Day ceremonies, which were especially auspicious, as they were
the occasion for the unveiling of the North Bridge Battle monument. Emerson could not attend,
but the audience—which included Thoreau, who sang in the choir—heard Emerson’s
commemorative verse “Concord Hymn” read in absentia.By the rude bridge that arched the
flood,Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled,Here once the embattled farmers stoodAnd fired the
shot heard round the world.Emerson had been a member of the committee that crafted the
inscription borne on the twenty-foot-tall granite obelisk: “The first forcible resistance to British
aggression.” Commemorating the April 19, 1775, battle led to a second Concord Fight, which
laid bare the social dynamics of antebellum Concord. This latter fight began in 1825, the fiftieth
anniversary of the two- or three-minute skirmish out at North Bridge. This commemoration was
itself inspired partially by the Marquis de Lafayette’s 1824 American tour (the itinerary included
Concord, where a lavish invitation-only reception had been held for the celebrity), which had
fueled a nostalgic longing to honor Revolutionary-era heroes and landmarks. The original plan
had been for a monument in the center of Concord village, which along with being the focal point
of regional commercial and civic life was also the staging ground for the descendants of the
Minutemen, the Concord Artillery, and the Light Infantry. Though militia units occasionally drilled
and camped out by the North Bridge battlefield, it was more popular as a place for locals to fish



or boat.39The 1825 celebration included a parade, military exercises, the firing of cannon, Ezra
Ripley’s prayer, Edward Everett’s oration, a twelve-piece band, and a dinner with thirteen toasts,
one for each state of the original union. The climax of the day was the solemn laying of a huge
granite cornerstone for the monument on the little green in front of the courthouse, close to the
banks, mills, and mechanics’ shops that made Concord a thriving industrial and commercial hub.
Not long after, however, a twenty-foot-high pile of tar barrels and boards appeared on the
cornerstone, with a note declaring that the monument was meant for another location—North
Bridge. The next night the mock monument was set afire, ruining the cornerstone. Directly after
this, the Yeoman’s Gazette ran a series of essays by a certain “Middlesex,” who argued for the
North Bridge location by declaring that a patriotic pilgrimage needed to transport the pilgrim
from the profane bustle of everyday life to a sacred space and that the North Bridge site was the
proper setting for such sacred communion.In 1827, when Gazette editor Herman Atwell
published Dr. Ezra Ripley’s History of the Fight at Concord, the identity of “Middlesex” was
revealed—Ripley, whose letter-writing campaign was carried out pseudonymously because he
had of late alienated much of his parish with his extreme Federalist preaching. At the very
moment that his letters were appearing in the Gazette, disaffected church members were buying
land and making plans to build a new church, to house the breakaway Second Congregational
Society. By 1837, Concord’s booming economy, which enriched a few and impoverished others
(in 1835, 64 percent of Concord’s adult males were landless, while the top tenth—just fifty men—
controlled almost half the town’s wealth), added social discord to the existing religious discord.
No one represented the local aristocracy more conspicuously than Ripley, the “Pope of
Concord,” who, as it happened, was also the owner of the North Bridge battlefield site. From his
Old Manse ivory tower, which overlooked the bridge, Ripley conceived of donating the property
to the town as a philanthropic act that would unite the pope with the populists by fostering
common devotion to the memory of the heroic Revolutionary battle. Ripley’s philanthropy had a
distinct pecuniary strain; in an address to the Concord Lyceum, he noted that real estate values
were 12 to 20 percent higher in towns marked by civic peace.The day of the dedication was a
sultry, sweaty dog day. At noon the bells of the village churches brought hundreds of Concord
citizens to the common, from which they walked north to the Old Manse and then followed the
path to the new monument. Ripley’s assistant, Reverend Barzillai Frost, led the opening prayer,
and then Sam Hoar, lawyer and member of Concord’s leading family, gave a patriotic speech.
Ripley gave the benediction. Hoar’s and Ripley’s prominence in the ceremony were a reminder
to some Concordians that another division lay behind this second Concord Fight, which the
dedication of the monument seemingly brought to a truce. Ripley had been a member of
Concord’s Corinthian Lodge of Ancient and Accepted Masons since its founding in 1798. In
1826, Freemason William Morgan wrote an exposé of Freemasonry revealing its secret rituals
but was kidnapped and murdered by several Masons before publication. The resulting uproar
made the book a bestseller, shattered American Freemasonry, and led to the rise of the Anti-
Masonic Party. At the time, Ripley was grand chaplain of the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of



Massachusetts. Freemasons had orchestrated much of the activity dedicated to
commemorating the American Revolution and were particularly conspicuous in the laying of
cornerstones for public monuments. Lafayette, a Mason, had participated in at least half a dozen
cornerstone-laying ceremonies on his 1824 tour. The Corinthian Lodge had laid the cornerstone
of the original Concord Fight monument in 1825, along with burying a leaden box filled with
historical manuscripts as a message to posterity.40The populist fear of Freemasonry as a
conspiratorial alliance of aristocrats led to the demise of hundreds of lodges throughout
America, but the Corinthian Lodge, though it ceased regular meetings in 1831 (leasing out its
hall to the Concord Lyceum) and enrolled only three new members between 1832 and 1844,
never surrendered its charter. Indeed, in the year following the Morgan affair, ten new members
were initiated, including Yeoman’s Gazette publisher and editor Herman Atwell, who was
proposed for membership by town historian and local Brahmin Lemuel Shattuck. But by 1833,
even the Boston region, heart of Revolutionary-era Freemasonry, was wracked by Anti-Masonic
fervor, thanks largely to the revelations of Atwell, who published a series of editorials attacking
Freemasonry. In March 1834, Atwell appeared before an investigative committee of the
Massachusetts legislature to give testimony about the nature of his initiation into the first three
Freemasonic degrees. He described being stripped naked, getting “hoodwinked”—a black hood
placed over the eyes—and feeling a noose placed around his neck before he was led to the altar
to take a series of oaths. The secret initiatory practices of Freemasonic lodges were widely
known after the publication of Morgan’s exposé; what set Atwell’s revelations apart was his
insight into the rationale behind the initiation rituals. He understood that the ceremonies were
designed to confuse and terrify the candidate in order to put him completely in the power of
those doing the initiation. Most damning was Atwell’s testimony that during the summer of 1833
he had heard a prominent citizen of Concord who was a Royal Arch Mason state “in a calm,
dispassionate manner” that he approved of the murder of William Morgan as just punishment for
his having violated his pledge of secrecy.41In the wake of Atwell’s testimony, some 54 Concord
voters joined a statewide campaign against Freemasonry, and in 1834, this rose to 152, or half
of the town’s voters. During the same 1834 town meeting at which Ripley made his offer of land,
they threw his fellow Freemason Dr. Abiel Heywood out of the town clerk’s office that he had held
for thirty-eight straight years and replaced him with Thoreau’s old Concord Academy preceptor
Phineas Allen. Just nine months before his July Fourth address, Freemason Sam Hoar had been
defeated for reelection to Congress by an Anti-Masonic coalition.The Thoreau family was strictly
Anti-Masonic, and Thoreau never mentioned Freemasonry in his writing, but like all young boys
in Concord, he surely was aware of the secret society in their midst. Thoreau biographer Frank
Sanborn recalled: “The Masonic hall was over the school-house . . . we boys used to wonder and
be very much awestruck when we looked through the keyhole and saw the carpentry, supposed
to be coffins and scaffolds, and the regalia, supposed to typify all the glory of the days of
Solomon and Hiram. Occasionally Elisha Tolman, the tyler [doorkeeper], was seen at the
entrance with his drawn sword. In those days John Keyes was king, and William Whiting was



priest, and Dr. Ripley high dignitary of the order.”42Jacksonian America—like young Frank
Sanborn and every other boy who snuck into a Masonic lodge for a peep through the keyhole—
had a passion for secrets, for their crafting, exposure, celebration, and damnation. The
suspicions and scrutiny leveled at Freemasons, Catholics, and Mormons were also
democratically directed toward peddlers, stage entertainers, and politicians, all of whom were
seen as potentially criminal keepers of secrets. On August 11, 1834, in Charlestown, outside of
Boston, a mob stormed and ransacked a Catholic convent, driven to this violence by their
uncontrollable curiosity about the mysterious rites they imagined performed within. This tragic
attack on cloistered, powerless religious women highlights the limits on America’s distrust of
secrecy; no similar mobs tore up the Masonic altars where influential men gathered to exchange
secret oaths. But the rhetorical attacks upon Freemasonry show just how virulent a poison
Masonic secrecy was seen to be. In a series of impassioned Anti-Masonic tracts, John Quincy
Adams of Boston acknowledged the powerful seduction of secrecy:A more perfect agent for the
devising and execution of conspiracies against church or state could scarcely have been
conceived. At the outer door stands the image of secrecy, stimulating the passion of curiosity.
And the world which habitually takes the unknown to be sublime, could scarcely avoid inferring
that the untold mysteries which were supposed to have been transmitted undivulged to any
external ear, from generation to generation, must have in them some secret or power richly
worth the knowing. Here was the temptation to enter the portal . . .43The secret “richly worth the
knowing” that drew in hopeful candidates was the same Promethean power forever sought by
humanity—the knowledge of nature. In the Second Degree ceremony the Masonic candidate
was asked, “What are the peculiar objects of research in this degree?” to which he was required
to answer, “The hidden mysteries of nature and science.” On completion of the ritual he was told,
“You are now expected to make the liberal arts and sciences your future study.” Few Freemasons
actually gained the knowledge of nature’s arcana promised, and the ones who did came by that
knowledge not from fellow Freemasons but from their own study. While most Masons were
content to gain the expected business or social advantages conferred upon the elect, others—
like Herman Atwell—were disappointed to learn that the lodge was built not upon Solomon’s
wisdom but on ersatz mysteries designed principally to bind the initiated to ignorance. Charles
Pinckney Sumner, sheriff of Suffolk County, Massachusetts, became a Mason in 1801 because
he was told it was “a Noble Science founded on Geometry,” but after reaching the third degree,
he discovered that Freemasonry did not “enable its adepts to solve questions of either Science
or Philology.” The public face of Freemasonry happily maintained the charade of esoteric
knowledge, however. Louis Surette’s history of the Corinthian Lodge, like every lodge history,
claimed descent from the ancient Egyptian mysteries; Surette admitted that Masonry had
“experienced many changes, both exoteric and esoteric,” but maintained that “in its great
doctrines and principle it is the same now that it was in the dim centuries of antiquity.” In this era
of Champollion and the Rosetta Stone, Freemasonry’s borrowing of Egyptian symbols gave it a
particular fascination for the popular mind. In his address at the dedication of the Masonic Hall in



Concord in 1820, Benjamin Gleason let on that there was a good deal of mystification mixed in
with the Masonic mysteries, yet he still allied them with serious esoteric traditions:Some
suppose you conjure “spirits from the vasty deep”—that you are familiar with demons—that you
have miraculous gifts—that you are different from other men; but how mistaken is the world, in all
these wild and bewildering conjectures! . . . Some foolishly suppose your associations ridiculous
—that you have charms and incantations—profane mysteries—bacchanalian frolics and abusive
behavior; and that others, rendered spellbound, may share the surprise and the ridicule—that
you keep secret as a reserve torment, or amusement, for those, whose curiosity induced them to
become candidates. What would the Athenians and Romans have thought of such opinions, in
relation to their celebrated Olympiads and Lustrums? And particularly their Eleusinian Mysteries
—which continued 1800 years, called the “most sacred and solemn of all the festivals observed
by the Greeks. . . .”44In the ancient mysteries, the picture language and ritual procedures—
particularly the mock “death” experience—were designed to open the candidate’s spiritual sight.
For the modern consciousness, the arcane symbols on the letter boards and aprons that once
held the key to a language of correspondences were mere atavistic obfuscations. Sacred and
secret shared the same linguistic root, but they now needed to branch apart, as the new natural
sciences were daily demonstrating. Emerson’s Nature invited the open-air exoteric exploration of
nature’s correspondences at the very moment when the esoteric path was exhausting itself in
the decadence of Freemasonry. In his emphasis upon the individual spirit as the crucible for
knowing nature—“a dream may let us deeper into the secret of nature than a hundred
experiments,” he declared in the concluding section of Nature—Emerson allied himself with the
ancients, but he was preparing a wholly democratic, demonstrative, declarative—and yet still
sacred—science. Its emblems and symbols could not be pyramids and trowels and compass
and square, nor its oaths bound with secret handshakes. Little did he know that the new spiritual
science’s first emblems would be drawn from his own woodlot on the outskirts of Concord.“The
American Scholar”Emerson issued his call for an indigenous American mythopoetic landscape
the day after Thoreau’s Harvard commencement ceremony. Speaking at Brattle Street Church
just outside the main gate to Harvard Yard, Emerson looked out upon an audience that included
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story, Massachusetts Supreme Court Chief Justice Lemuel
Shaw, Oliver Wendell Holmes, James Russell Lowell, Richard Henry Dana, Wendell Phillips,
Edward Everett, and Edward Channing. Once again Emerson began by pointing heavenward
and asking, “Who can doubt that poetry will revive and lead in a new age, as the star in the
constellation Harp, which now flames in our zenith, astronomers announce, shall one day be the
polestar for a thousand years?” And once again he stressed Nature as the polestar that any
“Man Thinking”—the universal and democratic exemplar he was calling upon the graduating
students to become—must dedicate himself to study. The new breed of scholar—by which he
meant not the hemmed-in Harvard bookworm but any American thinking for himself—would
practice a relational, sympathetic science, matching his individual soul to nature, hence
discovering that “nature is the opposite of the soul, answering to it part for part.” Rhythm, or



“Undulation,” was the great law of both, and the incipient American scholar would accommodate
the new knowledge of nature as easily and naturally as the inspiring and expiring of the
breath.The hour-and-a-half address climaxed in a confident injunction to become native to the
American land and spirit and to each and every individual’s own sovereign continent of self. “The
world is nothing, the man is all; in yourself is the law of nature, and you know not yet how a
globule of sap ascends; in yourself slumbers the whole of Reason; it is for you to know all; it is for
you to dare all. . . . We have listened too long to the courtly muses of Europe. . . . We will walk on
our own feet; we will work with our own hands; we will speak our own minds.”45If Emerson was
with these words prophesying the course of any particular Harvard senior, it was David Henry
Thoreau, but Thoreau had already left Cambridge for Concord and did not hear the address. The
day before, Thoreau had delivered his own declaration of independence with his contribution to
a conference titled “The Commercial Spirit of Modern Times,” in which he participated along with
classmates Charles Wyatt Rice of Brookfield and Henry Vose of Dorchester. Rice wanly
lamented that the economic crisis of the 1830s was perhaps caused by the desire for gain. Vose
delivered a sycophantic supplication to merchants for patronage of literature and science,
seeing the era’s rampant commercial spirit as “unit[ing] the nations of the earth.” Thoreau,
however, critiqued the commercial spirit in America, saying it would inevitably become the ruling
spirit and lead to selfishness in domestic relations, patriotism, and religion. A bit of Emerson,
borrowed from Nature, showed up in his address; he imagines observing the Earth from an
observatory among the stars and questions all the bustling activity, “hammering and chipping,
baking and brewing . . . buying and selling, money-changing and speech-making,” but the rest is
pure Thoreau.He declares that freedom is the salient characteristic of the age: “Man thinks
faster and freer than ever before.” He notes the “profuse beauty of our orb” and “its varied zones
and seasons.” He says getting one’s living should be the means but not the end of life, and
celebrates nature’s inexhaustible novelty and beauty. He gives his rule of thumb that the seventh
day should be man’s day of toil, rather than Sabbath. Thoreau even demonstrates his
characteristic contrariness and optimism by finding in the commercial enterprise that he
critiques an example of the unparalleled freedom of his age and a definite indication of the
progressive nature of history. He concludes with his most familiar gesture, pointing the way from
Earth to Heaven: “We glory in these very excesses which are a source of anxiety to the wise and
good, as an evidence that man will not always be the slave of matter, but erelong, casting off
those earth-born desires which identify him with the brute, shall pass the days of his sojourn in
this his nether paradise as becomes the Lord of Creation.”46Scholarship—in its conventional,
non-Emersonian sense—was surely on the horizon as Thoreau’s vocation. He had already done
a few months teaching in Canton, Massachusetts, during a leave taken from Harvard in his junior
year, and his hope upon graduation was to secure a position as schoolmaster. Unfortunately,
1837 was hardly an auspicious time to be job hunting. The United States had just entered a
depression; banks were closing, and there was a mood of crisis. Thoreau’s good fortune,
however, brought him an offer from the Concord school committee of one of the two principal



positions in the Concord public school system—schoolmaster at the Center Grammar School.
The salary of five hundred dollars a year was only a hundred dollars less than what the First
Church paid Dr. Ripley as minister. There were more than three hundred pupils in the Center
School, one-third of whom would be in Thoreau’s charge.One-room schoolhouses in New
England were often hardscrabble places where students were ruled by iron-fisted masters—or
else the masters quickly lost what little control they had. In Thoreau’s second week of teaching
at the Center School, a school-board member, Nehemiah Ball, visited Thoreau’s classroom to
observe him. Ball called the new teacher into the hallway and reprimanded him for not using the
cane more liberally to enforce discipline. Thoreau went back into the classroom, selected six
students at random, and struck them with the cane. He then resigned.47The impulsive twenty-
year-old was not turning his back on teaching as a profession; he spent the next nine months
diligently searching for a teaching job, writing to Harvard classmates, seeking out
recommendations from influential friends and former professors, inquiring after jobs in
Massachusetts, New York, and Virginia. He offered himself as a private tutor and proposed to his
brother John, then teaching in Taunton, that they travel west in search of a school that would hire
them. Their sister Helen had secured a teaching position in Roxbury, and it looked as if their
younger sister, Sophia, might also be hired there. Despite the incident at the Center School,
everyone enthusiastically backed him; Ezra Ripley wrote a letter saying that Thoreau’s
“scholarship and moral quality will bear the strictest scrutiny”; Emerson’s letter of
recommendation claimed that Thoreau was “an excellent scholar, a man of energy and
kindness, and I shall esteem the town fortunate that secures his services.”48Emerson had
already lent Thoreau a hundred dollars to help tide him over while he conducted his job search;
in May 1838, he lent him another ten dollars to fund a voyage to Maine, where Thoreau hoped
that his cousins in Bangor, the Thatchers, might assist his search. He met many strangers, as he
traveled through Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta, China, Bangor, Old Town,
Belfast, Castine, and back to Portland via Belfast and Bath. His sails were set heroically for
distant parts, his fate very much at stake: “What indeed is this earth to us of New England but a
field for Yankee speculation?” But whereas the chapbook lad Fortunatus had discovered
serendipitous, magical opportunity at every turn, Thoreau instead found only disappointment. He
returned home without a single job offer.49A week before setting out for Maine, Thoreau had
written a poem about a bluebird box that his family had erected in their yard the year before, in
hopes of “a transient pair to coax.” A pair did arrive, “reared a happy brood,” and then departed
as “Boreas came blust’ring down from the north.” That April, anticipating the return of the
bluebirds to the nest box, as “the earth jogged steadily on,” he had been caught up in an
extraordinary ecstasy:. . . never before from the hour of my birthHad I wandered so
thoughtfully . . .I dreamed that I was a waking thought—A something I hardly knew—Not a solid
piece, nor an empty nought,But a drop of morning dew . . .50Before his Maine journey, the
provincial, homebound young Thoreau had yet been “at a game of bo-peep” with the world,
deep at home existentially. When at last he heard the faint warble of the bluebird that had come



winging from the south over the Concord meadows to nest in the box by Thoreau’s door, the
poet was confident that the bird “opened wide his slender mouth, / On purpose to sing” for him.
A few days after he got back home, he wrote a poem that recorded another daydream
ecstasy:How long I slept I know not, but at lastI felt my consciousness returning fast,For Zephyr
rustled past with leafy tread,And heedlessly with one heel grazed my head.My eyelids opened
on a field of blue,For close above a nodding violet grew,A part of heaven it seemed, which one
could scent,Its blue commingling with the firmament.51If the wider world had not opened its
arms to embrace the vocation-seeking lad, still his natal place seemed to affirm that his destiny
lay there in Concord. School boards elsewhere might deny him, but the gods of Concord were
happy to have him back.His Own Magic CircleThoreau’s destiny seemed to be unfolding its true
course in smaller, subtler moments. One such moment cannot be chronicled but certainly was
Thoreau’s most dramatic youthful declaration of independence; sometime between his August
graduation and his first publication—an obituary notice in a November issue of the Yeoman’s
Gazette—David Henry Thoreau began to call himself Henry David Thoreau. Another moment,
perhaps simultaneous with his rechristening, came on October 22, 1837, when he encountered
his new friend Ralph Waldo Emerson. Emerson asked him, “What are you doing now? Do you
keep a journal?”“So I make my first entry to-day” are the first words in his journal. With this
question, Emerson truly set Thoreau on the path to his life’s work. The pattern of near misses in
their earliest acquaintance was past; now nearly every meeting between the two men would be
filled with significance.Thoreau titled the first volume of his journal “Gleanings or What Time Has
Not Reaped of My Journal,” suggesting that he had edited these earliest entries, making them all
the more telling of Thoreau’s own conception of what was significant at that moment in his life.
Whereas the later journal would be filled with countless stories, the early entries are
distinguished by a conspicuous absence of narrative. After a series of entries consisting almost
entirely of quotations from his reading, with two brief impressionistic natural history descriptions
—about fog and a pair of ducks on a local pond—the very first story told by Thoreau is one
about an “accident” that he absolutely knows is no accident at all. The “curious” incident (which
Thoreau even highlights by saying he “thought it worth the while to record”) had happened some
four to six weeks before, only a couple of days before the caning incident at the school. Thoreau
had been out searching for Indian relics with his brother John, their “heads full of the past and its
remains.” At the brow of a little hill near the mouth of Swamp Bridge Brook, Thoreau, gesturing
dramatically toward Nashawtuc Hill, “broke forth into an extravagant eulogy”: “How often they
have stood on this very spot, at this very hour . . . and communed with the spirits of their fathers
gone before them, to the land of the shades!” “Here,” he continued, “stood Tahatawan; and there
is Tahatawan’s arrowhead.” Reaching for an ordinary stone and picking it up, it “proved a most
perfect arrowhead, as sharp as if just from the hands of the Indian fabricator.”Many who knew
Thoreau would come to comment upon his seemingly uncanny ability to find what he was
looking for—particularly arrowheads and rare plants—but this lucky find was more on the order
of Fortunatus’s habit of being aided by unseen helpers.52At the time when Thoreau wrote out



this account, he was reading Goethe’s Torquato Tasso, from which he copied out a passage
describing the poet as seeking “something which we know not, / And perhaps after all he knows
not.” Goethe’s conception of the poet was one to which Thoreau clearly aspired—one who found
unity in diversity, whose mind took in all sensations, and who “In his own magic circle wanders.”
The magician’s circle circumscribed a microcosmos where he became master of the elemental
beings of nature, with whose help he could make things appear and disappear. Concord would
become the magic circle into which this nascent master of the elementals would soon draw his
own—and America’s—destiny.53CHAPTER 2Seeing the Unseen“Sing Thou, O Muse”It was an
article of faith among Thoreau’s contemporaries that the independent “Man Thinking,” which
Emerson’s “American Scholar” address endeavored to call forth out of the American soil, would
utter his thoughts in verse. Emerson had in mind a poet who might—like Chaucer, Marvell,
Dryden, Shakespeare—speak to future centuries as well as their own. In his study, on the wall
across from the round oak table where he did all of his writing, there was a lithograph titled
“Poesis,” which pictured a lovely maiden wearing a band of stars as a laurel wreath round her
head. He liked to point out to his children that her two-toned garment of light and darkness
represented Day and Night, and that the arm of her chair bore the likeness of Homer.Of all the
stars in Poesis’s firmament, Thoreau, who was fluent in Greek, loved Homer first, last, and
always. He called the Iliad—which was the one book he took with him to Walden Pond—“fit to be
remembered in our wisest hours . . . brightest in the serenest days.” Troy was never long ago and
far away for Thoreau, who would look upon a Concord neighbor at town meeting as a “fire-eyed
Agamemnon” or see in the woodchopper Alex Therien a “Homeric or Paphlagonian man.” The
Greek gods—Zeus, Aphrodite, Ares, Apollo, and Pallas Athene—were as real to Thoreau as
Homer’s heroes—Achilleus, Agamemnon, Helen, and Hektor—so the Homeric epics lived in
Thoreau as historical narrative rather than poetic fancy.54If Thoreau held Homer in high esteem,
he held Poesis herself even higher. With Emerson, Thoreau believed that all of the greatest
wisdom had been and would always be communicated in rhyme: “It is the simplest relation of
phenomena, and describes the commonest sensations with more truth than science does.”
There were two types of poetry—inspired works of genius, and all the rest, which held no
interest for Thoreau. Inspired poetry was “always correct . . . vibrates and pulsates with life
forever . . . sacred . . . to be read with reverence, as the works of nature are studied.” Again,
Thoreau’s sensibility about the source of poetry was more akin to the ancient Greeks’ than to
that of his own age. He took it for granted that “inspired” literally meant that the poet heard the
voice of a god. Homer’s heroes were forever heeding the voice of Ares or Athena; so did Homer
—who always began his epics “Sing Thou, O Muse”—and so would Thoreau.55The
clairaudience of the ancient bards persisted into later ages via the world of dream. Chaucer,
whom Thoreau called “the Homer of the English poets,” voiced his faith in the inspired nature of
dreams in many of his tales, which were themselves often renderings of his dreams. In the
preface to The Romaunt of the Rose Chaucer says, “You may call me a fool for it, but I believe
some dreams are prophetic.” In the “House of Fame,” Chaucer gave a full oneiromantic theory:



Some dreams are oracles and revelations; others are phantoms that “never come.” In the
“Parliament of Fowls,” Chaucer falls asleep reading “Tullius of the Dream of Scipio,” and dreams
that Scipio guides him through the spiritual world as Virgil guided Dante. Thoreau recorded
many of the prophetic poetic passages in his notebooks, and he clearly harbored his own hopes
for prophecy in his poetry. In an early journal entry, Thoreau declared that the poet “must be
something more than natural—even supernatural.”56His earliest efforts at verse were voiced in
the language of dream. The very first surviving poetic lines, from around age nineteen, sail back
to his beloved chapbook tales, recalling the three men of Gotham who set sail in a bowl.A
number of these early poems record ecstatic experiences brought on by hearing some simple
sound, for just as Homer’s “blindness” had bequeathed him such sharp ears that he could hear
the intertwining rhythms of the cosmos, Thoreau attuned his voracious ear to the world’s
rhythms. Emerson’s call for an indigenous literature had affirmed the dignity of the vernacular as
a fit medium for poetry; “I embrace the common, I explore and sit at the feet of the familiar, the
low.” In Thoreau’s poems, there were bluebirds and veeries, Yankee woodsmen and
Massachusetts streamlets, Algonquian place-names, church bells and children, even his
weathered walking boots. If Thoreau always used the Greek Zephyr to denote a significant
breeze, still he let the landscape below speak through him. By 1839, Emerson proclaimed
Thoreau’s poetry “the purest strain, and the loftiest I think, that has yet pealed from this unpoetic
American forest” and wrote to his friend Thomas Carlyle that Thoreau “writes the truest verses.”
Fewer than half of the two hundred poems that Thoreau wrote were ever published, and they
have received almost no critical attention, even though Emerson declared in his funeral address
for Thoreau that “his biography is in his verses.”57The summer and fall of 1841 was the most
fertile period for Thoreau’s verse, and in the poems from this season of song, one can hear most
clearly the “spiritual perception” that Emerson pointed to as the source of Thoreau’s poetry. In
“Inspiration,” Thoreau describes the “divine electuary,” which “comes unsought, unseen, . . . And
I, who had but sensual been / Grow sensible, and as God is, am wary.”Such is the Muse, the
heavenly maid,The star that guides our mortal course,Which shows where life’s true kernel’s
laid,Its wheat’s fine flour, and its undying force.She with one breath attunes the spheres,And
also my poor human heart,With one impulse propels the yearsAround, and gives my throbbing
pulse its start.Written years before he would come to hone his skills as a naturalist, Thoreau was
yet at this moment a committed empiricist for whom “Muse,” “heavenly maid,” and “Eternity” were
not tropes but Truths. Gods spoke in Thoreau’s ear, and he spoke in reply. Almost half of the
poems written from 1841 to 1845 are prayers, addressed humbly and anonymously to the
“Maker.” Emerson recognized the deeply religious nature of Thoreau’s verse: “His habitual
thought makes all his poetry a hymn to the Cause of causes, the Spirit which vivifies and
controls his own.”58At a meeting of the Transcendental Club at Emerson’s home, Bush, in May
1840, the topic was “the Inspiration of the Prophet and Bard, the nature of Poetry, and the
causes of sterility of poetic inspiration in our Age and country.” In February 1843, Bronson Alcott
led one of his “Conversations” at Bush, on “What is Prophecy? Who is a Prophet?” Emerson,



Thoreau, and their fellow transcendentalists had a strong inner sense of their own role as
prophets and an equally strong sense that any prophecy they produced would sound forth as
poetry. Thoreau was writing verse as compelling as any American poet of the 1840s, though as
yet there was hardly a hint of the prophetic in it.59“Somewhat Military in His Nature”The
introspection to which Thoreau dedicated himself as he began his journal quickly yielded
episodes of self-awareness. “I yet lack the discernment to distinguish the whole lesson of to-day;
but it is not lost,—it will come to me at last. My desire is to know what I have lived, that I may
know how to live henceforth.” On the cusp of adulthood, he had lost none of his youthful
seriousness and self-discipline. In early December 1837, Emerson was on his way to Boston to
deliver the first lecture of his Human Culture series, and stopped to pick up Henry, to whom he
had given a ticket to the lecture. He discovered that Thoreau had set out on foot that morning,
walking the nineteen miles because he couldn’t spare the stagecoach fare. Thoreau at twenty
was still all boy as well. Writing to John, then teaching school at Taunton, Henry assumed the
mock voice of his boyhood hero, Tahatawan, to tell John about recent election politics and other
local gossip.60Thoreau played with Indian identities all his life. On a walk to Nashawtuc Hill, the
site of Tahatawan’s village, Thoreau imagined an epitaph atop it:Stop, thou who has mounted!
HereA son of NatureTahattawan, SachimaupanThe last of the IndiansHunted, in this stream he
fished.Over fields, meadows, and hills he held sway,But if report must be creditedHe possessed
no distant bandsA Man, Chief, Christian,Although unschooled not unlamented.In character
austere and without levity;In language lofty, charming and withal sparing!!In integrity and
resolution tried and found pre-eminent.This cliff shall be his cenotaph.O Indians, alas! Where in
the world are they?Along with believing himself possessed of the qualities he imagined
embodied in Tahatawan—stoicism, eloquence but economy in language, impeccable character,
and firm resolve—Thoreau envisioned himself as having in some way inherited Tahatawan’s
majestic title: “He that was prince here.” Musing on a stone pestle that he had unearthed on a
walk, Thoreau again spoke of himself as he imagined the tool’s maker: “The Indian must have
possessed no small share of vital energy—to have rubbed industriously stone upon stone for
long months, till at length he had rubbed out an axe or pestle—As though he had said in the face
of the constant flux of things—I at least will live an enduring life.”61At the center of Thoreau’s
model of himself and all selves was the absolute sovereignty of the individual human being. In
his first public lecture, “Society,” delivered to the Concord Lyceum in April 1838, he declared,
“Man is not at once born into society, hardly into the world. The world he is hides for a time the
world that he inhabits. . . . That which properly constitutes the life of every man is a profound
secret. Yet this is what every one would give most to know, but is himself most backward to
impart.” Even though he was still trying out different identities and different voices in his writing,
his genius, his daimon, was emerging. Tahatawan was prince in times of peace, but more
important, in times of war, and he was for Thoreau only the most local of his heroes who were
distinguished by their martial valor—the Iliad’s warriors, King Arthur, the princes of the
Mahabharata, and Arjuna, the great fighter of the Bhagavad Gita; “I have a deep sympathy with



war” he confided to his journal, and though he attributed this to the poignancy of war as a
universal image of the soul’s epic struggle, his affinity for Mars was more personal. Emerson
discerned this: “There was somewhat military in his nature, not to be subdued, always manly and
able, but rarely tender, as if he did not feel himself except in opposition.” Thoreau’s inner
allegiance to Mars rings out from his most familiar saying: “If a man does not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.”62 Although the Revolutionary
soldier had become the icon of courage, Thoreau was more likely to draw upon classical
warriors, and his fidelity to the martial ideal never moved him to militarism. He valued the
discipline of the soldier as training to do battle with immorality and injustice in the social
arena.63America awaited its Homer; so it awaited its Achilles, its archetypal war hero. When
Thoreau set out to anticipate the New World hero, he naturally found a warrior, one dressed in
celestial armor, his mount in sidereal motion. In December 1840, he finished “The Service,”
which, instead of offering historical examples, put forward an unequivocal definition of bravery,
using the language of astronomy to flesh out the brave man: “He rides as wide of this earth’s
gravity as a star, and by yielding incessantly to all the impulses of the soul, is constantly drawn
upward and becomes a fixed star.” Sword and shield were unnecessary prosthetics, for as with
the “all pervading ether,” being struck by lightning only enhanced his purity. Immeasurable as the
cosmos, his eye made centripetal the rays from all suns and stars. Like the vault of heaven, the
Hero was a perfect sphere; “what shame then, that our lives, which might so well be the source
of planetary motion, and sanction the order of the spheres, should be full of abruptness and
angulosity, so as not to roll nor move majestically.”64For all his martial bluster, Venus, rather than
Mars, would forever be Thoreau’s ruling planet. In the “Society” lecture, he lamented human
insincerity, longing for true and authentic human communion. It seems altogether fitting that
Thoreau’s first publication was a loving celebration of a Concord crone, Anna Jones. His
obituary notice praised her “amiableness and benevolence . . . she was never known to speak ill
of anyone.” As a member of Concord’s Revolutionary generation, Miss Jones had been during
Thoreau’s youth a living link to the patriotic past, but more impressive was her piety. “Of her last
years it may truly be said, that they were passed in the society of the apostles and prophets.”
The last line of Thoreau’s eulogy, omitted from publication by the Gazette’s editor, likely due to
its heterodoxy, hints that Thoreau, already at age twenty, had entertained the doctrine of
transmigration of souls: “And who shall say that under much that was conventional there burned
not a living and inextinguishable flame.” Whatever his view of personal immortality, Thoreau’s
tribute to Miss Jones showed that he saw through the physical surface to value her existence as
a unique spiritual being.65This capacity was constant in Thoreau. An April 1838 poem suggests
that his “philanthropy”—in the antebellum period commonly understood as the “brotherly love of
humankind,” rather than the strictly pecuniary connotation of today—was not restricted for family
and bosom acquaintances, but extended to strangers, “Both great and small / That ever lived on
earth.”66With such universal love in his heart, it is not surprising that Thoreau had a particular
genius for friendship. Generations of biographers have accentuated the difficulties of his



friendship with Emerson and slighted the extraordinary depth of a much wider circle of
friendships, so that this gifted philanthrope has been repeatedly mistaken for a misanthrope. He
wrote three different poems called “Friendship,” the first one in April 1838, exactly one day before
the anniversary of his first meeting with Emerson. Thoreau admitted in the poem that the love of
a friend—his “greatest happiness” and the “closest connecting link / ’Tween heaven and earth”—
was inexplicable. Thoreau and his friend—in this poem surely Emerson—were “two sturdy oaks”
withstanding any weather. Above, the oaks barely touched, but below, at their “deepest source,”
their roots were “intertwined / Insep’rably.” Thoreau seemed to intuit a relationship with Emerson
that had begun before their meeting the year before, indeed, before this lifetime.67All who knew
Henry Thoreau well loved him, beginning with his mother and sisters Helen and Sophia. The
fraternal bond with John was immense, and though there is little direct evidence of his
relationship with his father, it too was one of mutual affection. Children universally adored
Thoreau, as he did them. “I love . . .” is perhaps the most frequent phrase to appear in his journal.
“I love a broad margin in my life.” “I love the wild not less than the good.” “I love to see the yellow
knots and their lengthened stain on the dry, unpainted pitch-pine boards on barns.” “I love to
gaze at the low island in the pond—at any island or inaccessible land. The isle at which you look
always seems fairer than the mainland on which you stand.” “I love to see anything that implies a
simpler mode of life and greater nearness to the earth.”68A halo of innocence enveloped
Thoreau’s gestures of love. For years Thoreau had been a happy helpmeet to Emerson’s sister-
in-law Lucy Brown, coming to her aid whenever she called. Though a college senior a
generation younger than Mrs. Brown, his feelings for her were strong enough that he wrapped
one of his poems with a garland of flowers and tossed it through her window. The poem was
most likely “Sic Vita,” whose lines express the ephemerality of human life by analogy with the
very nosegay Thoreau had appended to the poem. His poems and journal entries are shot
through with gratitude, and his perennial proclamation was thankfulness for being singularly
blessed.As Thoreau approached the advent of what the ancient Greek philosophers thought of
as the Sun period of life, beginning at age twenty-one, there was an abundance of sunlight in
Thoreau’s life. A month before his twenty-first birthday, he composed a paean to the eternal
aspirations: “Truth—Goodness—Beauty—those celestial thrins [triplets].” His sunny outlook and
easy intimacy with Nature allowed him to feel a particular providentiality: “Strange that so many
fickle gods, as fickle as the weather, / Throughout Dame Nature’s provinces should always pull
together.” On July 8, after a walk with Emerson to the Fair Haven Cliffs, he wrote a poem that
speaks clearly of how every walk brought communion. And on the same day he wrote to his
sister Helen, who was teaching in Roxbury, answering her query about suggestions for readings
in “mental philosophy” for one of her students. “I should think an abridgement of ‘Miscellaneous
Thoughts,’” Thoreau wrote. “Set one up to a window, to note what passes in the street . . . or let
her gaze in the fire, or into a corner where there is a spider’s web, and philosophize, moralize,
theorize or what not. What their hands find to putter about, or their minds to think about, that let
them write about. . . .” Here he was outlining his own curriculum and practice.69On the day after



his twenty-first birthday, he had settled into a calm confidence about his own heroic destiny, a
timeless path that was lost to the ambitious, restless America of the 1830s:What a hero one can
be without moving a finger! The world is not a field worthy of us, nor can we be satisfied with the
plains of Troy. A glorious strife seems waging within us, yet so noiselessly that we but just catch
the sound of the clarion ringing of victory, borne to us on the breeze. There are in each the seeds
of a heroic ardor, which needs only to be stirred in with the soil where they lie, by an inspired
voice or pen, to bear fruit of a divine flavor.Thoreau had taken root in his native soil. A few weeks
before, he had given up the search for a teaching position and opened his own school—with but
four students—in his parents’ house.70“This Refulgent Summer”Three days after Thoreau’s
birthday, Ralph Emerson was back in Cambridge, to give the graduation address to the Harvard
Divinity School. “In this refulgent summer,” he began, “it has been a luxury to draw the breath of
life.” The birdsong, pine pollen, and new-mown hay of July were markers of the Earth’s perennial
divinity and thus a reminder of the divinity within each of the “planters, the mechanics, the
inventors, the astronomers, the builders of cities, the captains” and all others alive and upon the
ripening earth at that moment. Thereafter attacking the Unitarians and all other Christian sects
for driving Christ from their houses and from the hearts of their congregants, Emerson declared
“The word Miracle,” which Christ proclaimed throughout his life as an affirmation of the God
nature of each human being, had become “Monster” in the mouths of Christian ministers.The
divinity students got exactly what they wished for in inviting Emerson, for along with his critique
of contemporary Christianity, he delivered an impassioned invitation to them to revitalize religion.
His advice was essentially the same he had offered Thoreau’s graduating class the year before:
The time for revelation is now, and it is your task to speak and live it. Emerson’s words infuriated
the clergy present, and many others who learned of the address, so that Harvard issued a public
disclaimer, and Emerson was not invited back for almost thirty years.71Thoreau’s twenty-first
summer was indeed “refulgent,” radiant with his sanguine self. His feeling of being divinely
favored still expressed itself by recognizing the activity of individually appointed spiritual beings:
“In the vulgar daylight of our self-conceit, good genii are still overlooking and conducting us; as
the stars look down on us by day as by night.” Truth, as Emerson had told the divinity students,
Thoreau knew to come to any who sought it earnestly enough. “Whatever of past or present
wisdom has published itself to the world, is palpable falsehood till it come and utter itself by my
side.” Thoreau’s optimism was of that rare sort that always found opportunity in the midst of
disappointment, and when he looked at both society and nature, Thoreau found only good: “No
faculty of man was created with a useless or sinister intent; in no respect can he be wholly bad,
but the worst passions have their root in the best,—as anger, for instance, may be only a
perverted sense of wrong which yet retains some trace of its origin.” Here was the highest form
of bravery, the expectation ever of the good. When lines like “We make our own Fortune” or “Man
is the artificer of his own happiness” appeared in his journal, these were not episodic
exhilarations but glimpses of his core belief.72
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Ouija Bored, ““Now comes good sailing”. “Henry Thoreau, the indefatigable measurer of trees
and truths, would ask that our measurement of his life hew to the facts, but that we then read
those facts with an enlarged sense of meaning.” So ends Kevin Dann’s “life and search” of Henry
David Thoreau, in a most fitting manner to the jugful of themes he develops throughout this
wonderfully organic portrayal. To paraphrase Emerson’s eulogy for Thoreau, Dann attempts to
pierce the poetic veil over Thoreau’s experience to show us what was sacred in his eyes. In this
regard the book is a resounding success. Dann does not set out to conform to any mechanism
or structure which might commonly be considered a biography, but rather immerses us in the
continuity, spirituality, integration, rhythm, sensuality and “metaphysicality” of Thoreau’s life. I
found myself drawn into Thoreau’s world in a profound way by Dann, and came away from my
reading with a deep impression that I had come to know the man, not merely his life and
prose.Dann has deeply studied the tears in the gossamer fabric of this earthly existence, and
applies this perspective in a unique and fascinating way to make his case that Thoreau was
afforded glimpses into other dimensions, which he perceives as supreme manifestations most
worthy of our attention. The colors and textures, and sense of light, of Thoreau’s observations
are brought brightly to the foreground by Dann. His hyper-sensitivity to the physical world, with
an exquisite sensuality, and his sense of the flow of time, its pulse, cyclicality and continuity, are
strongly reminiscent of the deep meditative state and/or the psychedelic experience. These
details helped me to be present in his milieu. Dann so beautifully captures Thoreau’s devotion to
set and setting … ”Thoreau had to remain attentive and still for long periods in order to receive
the crystalline, finely etched impressions that were characteristic of his perception.”I wallowed in
the smallest details of Thoreau’s observations, as Dann articulated so well. But, and more
importantly, I also came to appreciate how Thoreau’s contextual outlook was one of integrated
wholeness. The balance between Thoreau’s objective empiricism and his subjective intuition, it
seems to me, set him apart from the transcendentalists. It may also, as Dann asserts, have
allowed him to not become beholden to what Dann calls the “triumph of mechanistic and
materialistic theories of nature” and to maintain an open mind to spiritual, even occultish,
thoughts and influences which others often could not, or would not, see. Thoreau himself said,
“We shall see but little if we require to understand what we see.”Thoreau said “…go…by a route
of your own making, immersing yourself as fully as possible in the phenomenon, and tell only a
few what you find.” I say tell many what you have found here! Five stars.”

Bobby Matherne, “Better Than A Biography by A Why’s Man. What makes this better than a
biography is that it is written by another “ruminant walker” — a comrade in arms with Henry
Thoreau. By the time I reached Chapter 2 of this book, I felt like I was reading Thoreau's
Journals again, feeling the same sweet, contemplative mood as I accompanied Henry on his
daily walks through the woods for 14 years. Looking at the cover artwork, featuring an artist's



sketch of an old daguerreotype, it seems I'm looking into Kevin Dann's blue eyes. I followed
Henry's walks through his native Concord, to Cape Cod, to Mt. Ktaadn in Maine, et al, reading
about them about 150 years in the future. I followed Kevin's walk from Montreal past Lake
Champlain to Brooklyn in real-time. How appropriate for one walker to document the life of
another prominent walker. Henry documented the flora and fauna he encountered on his walks;
Kevin documented the people and historical places on his walk. Pick up this book and join Kevin
as he walks in Henry's footsteps and reports back to us on his progress through life. We know
what Henry wrote; now we can begin to understand why he wrote.In every book I read I look for
the eponymous quote, the passage in which the book's title is revealed, and here is where I
found it. Thoreau had just been surveying and found flowers he had never seen before in the
area.[[page 258] Owning that "a botanist's experience is full of coincidences," in that thinking
about a flower never seen nearly always meant you would find it nearby someday, he turned his
botanical experience into a general law of life: "In the long run, we find what we expect." We shall
be fortunate then if we expect great things."]Unfortunately, most people act as if they expect bad
things to happen to them, and the universal rule still applies, namely, whatever you suppose is
going to happen will likely happen to you. I gave this the form of a rule with an easy to say
acronym, EAT-O-TWIST, which stands for Everything Allways Turns - Out - The Way It's
Supposed To. When you find yourself supposing something bad might happen, you can quickly
say the three-syllable phrase, eat-oh-twist, to remind you to change your own supposing. If you
learn to apply this in your own thinking, you will drop every negative concept and replace it with a
positive. For example, instead thinking this is going to be bad weather, you'll think we'll get some
good weather where we live. If you study hypnosis, you learn that creating vivid images puts
people into trance states. The word not cannot remove the negative image you create in your
mind, for example, when you say, "This is not going to be a bad day for me." By the time you've
thought that, some bad image will have been created in the form of an expectation. Saying, "This
is going to be a good day" will create a better expectation. If you truly learn the power of
expectation, you will agree with Thoreau that it is best to expect great things. Did Thoreau stop
expecting great things for his book Walden when he was storing in a closet 500 unsold copies
returned to him by his publisher? Given his statements above, we can predict that he expected
great things to come from Walden, and that expectation led to great things, in its enormous
popularity throughout the world and the salubrious effects it has had on so many lives.Did
Thoreau have a sense of humor? Not many biographers would notice that. But, yes, he did and
admittedly a wry one such as in this story where he is confronted by farmers whose property he
must cross for his surveying job. When one of them asked Thoreau if he were lost, not having
seen him before on this land, Thoreau mused, "If the truth be known, and had it not been for
betraying my secret, I might with more propriety have inquired, 'Are you not lost, as I have never
seen you before?'" Who really owns the property but the one who walks it the most often?Here is
Henry's last entry in his Journal.[[page 340, 341] He then turned to describing the storm of the
previous evening and the long striations that the winds had left in the gravel along the railroad



causeway. He gave the exact dimensions of the minute tracks: From behind each pebble
projected a ridge an eighth of an inch high and an inch long. The very last line in this his very last
journal entry reads: "All this is perfectly distinct to an observant eye and yet could easily pass
unnoticed by most. Thus each wind is self-registering." With his last steps in life, Thoreau surely
was leaving racks that could be made by no other man.]Henry grew weak and asked Edmund
Hosmer to stay the night with him.[[page 342] The next morning, Sophia read to her brother the
"Thursday" section of "A Week" and, anticipating the "Friday" section's description of the
exhilarating return journey home, he murmured, "Now comes good sailing." At nine o'clock on
the morning of May 6, Henry Thoreau set sail.]Once more, as I did on Dec. 14, 2009 when I
finished reading Volume 14 of his Journals, I am sad as I say Goodbye and Bon Voyage to my
fellow traveler whose journey on the Earth ended some eighty years before mine began. I have
read your long journals, your Walden, and have saved for later your other books, so that your
memory, Henry, will never stay very far out of my consciousness and my soul. This is an excerpt
from Bobby Matherne’s full review which can be read in DIGESTWORLD ISSUE DW#173.”

Martin Stevens, “Thoreau from a mystic's point of view. I'm someone who previously had only a
hazy understanding of Henry David Thoreau but who is developing a growing appreciation of
Kevin Dann's work. I have gained a lot out of reading his collaboration with Robert Powell; 'The
Astrological Revolution''. From this perspective I really enjoyed having Kevin's erudition gained
from his study of the western esoteric tradition and his obvious love of the natural world brought
to bear on the life of Thoreau.On finishing the book I was left with a sense of how Thoreau fits
into the great continuum of idealist philosophy and how the Transcendentalists laid the
groundwork for the later appearance of Blavatsky's Theosophy which led to Rudolf Steiner's
Anthroposophy. Kevin Dann comes across as something of a kindred spirit to Thoreau and
therefore better able to convey the mysticism contained in his work than a mainstream
academic. I highly recommend the book!”

LB7, “Great!. Ranks up there with the best books I've ever read! The author is a naturalist and
knows Thoreau so well. It's deep, funny, revealing, and a great book for anyone interested in the
early to late 1800's -- he really connects Thoreau's life, work and thoughts and the "outside"
world.”

Gloria Huber, “Outstanding!. I have read many biographies of Henry Thoreau. I like this one the
best.  It puts his life in the context of the beliefs, the politics and the cultural life of his time.”

José Manuel Pérez Rivera, “Very good book. Good book. One new vision about the life of Henry
David Thoreau. This book show another conception for Thoreau. Very recommendable”

The book by Michael L. Cahill has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 39 people have provided feedback.
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